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This work is devoted on experimental 
synthesis and optical characterization 
of ultrathin carbon films. Specifically 
the main focus of this thesis is in two 
carbon species with dominating sp2 
hybridization. One of these materials is 
pyrolytic carbon, which is well known, 
amorphous carbon material but is only 
very recently been synthetized as an 
ultrathin film. Second investigated ma-
terial is crystalline, a single and a few 
layered graphene, which has recently 
drawn a lot of interest of scientific com-
munity. The synthesis is carried out by 
using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
techniques while the optical character-
ization is done by utilizing spectropho-
tometry and Raman spectroscopy.
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ABSTRACT
This thesis is devoted to chemical vapor deposition (CVD) based
synthesis and optical characterization of ultrathin carbon films. A
brief introduction into sp2 hybridization of carbon atoms, graphene
band structure and Raman and absorption spectra of sp2 carbon
species is followed by the presentation of experimental results. The
performed experiments aimed at the direct deposition graphene
and ultrathin pyrolytic carbon films on dielectric substrates. In par-
ticular pyrolytic carbon films with thickness of 5-50 nm were fabri-
cated in the fused silica substrates of arbitrary shaped and charac-
terized using methods of the Raman spectroscopy and spectropho-
tometry. Direct synthesis of the graphene on the silica substrates
were achieved by using pre-deposited sacrificial copper films. In
particular it was demonstrated the self-assembling deposition of
a few layered graphene pattern on silica with submicron feature
size and submicron spatial resolution. These obtained results open
interesting opportunities for incorporation graphene elements into
Si/SiO2 photonic and optoelectronic components.
Universal Decimal Classification: 53.084.85, 535.3, 535.4, 681.7.02
PACS Classification: 07.60.-j, 42.70.-a, 42.79.-e, 81.16.-c
Keywords: graphene; graphite; pyrolytic carbon; Raman spectroscopy;
spectrophotometry; copper melting; self-assembling
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1 Introduction
The unique ability of carbon atoms to stabilize complicated net-
works, which are the basis for the known forms of life, ensures
unique role of carbon in nature. Even elemental carbon demon-
strates complicated behavior, forming a number of very different
structures. In particular two forms of crystalline carbon, diamond
and graphite, are known since ancient times and have drastically
different physical and chemical properties. [12]
Such a difference is due to different bonding mechanisms of car-
bon atoms in diamond and graphite. If carbon atoms are connected
with σ single bonds one obtains diamond crystal that is transparent
and electrically insulating material. However, if carbon atoms are
connected by σ−pi double bonds then one obtains graphite that ab-
sorbs light very efficiently and is electrically conducting. This work
focuses on ultrathin carbon films with dominating σ − pi double
bonds, pyrolytic carbon and graphene, which are closely related to
graphite. [12]
The first reports of pyrolytic carbon (PyC), highly amorphous
sp2 hybridized carbon allotrope, produced by chemical vapor de-
position are found in 1880s when PyC was found to be suitable ma-
terial for strengthen an incandescent lamp filament [12, 13]. It took
nearly 90 years until some interest was paid to the PyC synthesis us-
ing methane based chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [14, 15]. This
was probably because theoretically the properties of PyC, which
consists of intertwined graphene flakes with size of few nanome-
ters, are difficult to predict due to its low crystallinity. However,
recent experimental findings have opened interesting opportunities
for applications of ultrathin PyC films which are electrically con-
ductive, chemically inert and mechanically strong.
Graphite consists of multiple layers stacked to one another by
relatively weak van-der-Waals forces [16]. Similarly to individual
sheets in the paper stack one can remove and isolate only a mono-
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layer of graphite [17]. This monolayer of carbon atoms organized
in the honeycomb lattice is called graphene. Experimentally the
properties of graphene were first time observed in 2004 although
its band structure was calculated already in 1947 [18]. Despite the
properties of graphene have been theoretically predicted and de-
scribed a long time ago, the experiment in 2004 was ground break-
ing in two respects. First, it was a clear demonstration that two
dimensional materials do exist. Secondly, it made bring into prac-
tice a new material with unique electronic properties that is widely
recognized to be the key element of future electronic and optoelec-
tronic devices [19, 20].
Electrons in graphene have zero effective mass, and can travel
for micrometers without scattering at room temperature [21]. Elec-
tron transport in graphene is described by a Dirac-like equation al-
lowing one to investigate relativistic quantum phenomena in a stan-
dard laboratory [21]. In photonics and optoelectronics, graphene
creates a new material platform for ultra-fast lasing [22], micro- and
nanomechanics [23] and quantum electronics [24]. Thus, it can lead
to commercial applications in optical communication, biomedicine,
gas sensing, solar harvesting and ultra-fast electronics [19–21]. The-
refore graphene could benefit science and technology both together.
The bottleneck of the graphene R&D lies currently in the fabri-
cation [20]. Graphene is produced by several techniques including
micromechanical cleaving, dissolving Si from SiC, chemical exfoli-
ation and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [20, 21]. The later has
been widely recognized as most prospective for practical imple-
mentation because it can be employed to obtain very large graphene
samples [25].
However, in the conventional CVD technique, graphene is de-
posited on the surface of the transition metal catalyst, while most
of the application requires graphene deposited on the dielectric or
semiconductor substrate [20]. The necessity of graphene transfer to
a dielectric is the major difficulty in the development of graphene
based photonic and optoelectronic devices because transferring an
atomically thin film inevitable causes deterioration of the graphene
2 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 130
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film quality [26]. The transferring process could be avoided by de-
positing graphene directly on a dielectric substrate that is widely
recognized as an eagerly awaited breakthrough should open a way
for integration of graphene into silicon-based platform of modern
photonics and optoelectronics [20].
In this thesis, the focus is on the synthesis of the graphene based
materials and especially on direct graphene synthesis on a dielectric
substrate. The presented results include a conventional graphene
synthesis on a metallic substrate (paper I) that follows a direct de-
position of amorphous PyC film on a silica substrate (paper II).
The development direct deposition of a few layered graphene on a
silica substrate (paper III) was further improved by precise spatial
control (papers IV and V). Furthermore in this Thesis, the Raman
spectroscopy and spectrophotometry are used for monitor the syn-
thetized material.
The background for understanding the material synthesis and
optical properties of graphene are introduced in the Chapters 2-4.
The main results of the papers I-V are divided into two sections
that are the results on optical characterization (Chapter 5) and the
results on direct graphene deposition on a silica substrate (Chapter
6).
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2 The sp2 hybridization of
carbon
The main focus of this work is graphitic thin film synthesis. In this
chapter the basic concept of the graphitic C=C bonding mechanism
is briefly discussed below.
2.1 ELEMENTAL CARBON AND C=C BONDING
In the periodic table, the elemental carbon (C) is located under the
group 14, also referred as the carbon group, with an atomic num-
ber of six. Thus the elemental carbon has six electrons, which are
divided into groups of two and four on the K and the L shells, re-
spectively. The two electrons on K shell, are located at the atomic
1s orbital with the electron spins up and down. These two elec-
trons are not involved in carbon bonding but the remaining four
electrons on the L shell are in the main role when the carbon bonds
are formed [12].
In a ground state, the L shell of the carbon atom is formed by
the electrons at 2s and the 2p orbitals. More specifically, the 2p
orbital consist of three orhogonal suborbitals, namely 2px, 2py and
2pz. The electron construction of the ground stated carbon atom
is shown in Tab. 2.1. However, when a carbon atom becomes ex-
cited, one electron from the 2s orbital is lifted to 2p orbital leading
to sp hybridization. Newly formed orbitals are called spn orbitals,
where n = 1, 2, 3 and denote the number of p orbitals involved.
In graphitic materials, one 2s orbital is hybridized with two 2p or-
bitals, thus in these materials sp2 hybridization dominates. It is
worth noting that for sp2 hybridized carbon, one electron on p or-
bital does not mix with s orbital. Usually the lone p orbital is defines
the z direction while the sp2 orbitals are in x − y-plane. The elec-
tron orbital configuration of sp2 hybridized carbon is shown Tab.
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Table 2.1: Formation of sp2 hybridized carbon. In ground state (1) only two electron out
of six are on the 2p orbitals. When the carbon atom becomes excited (2) one electron from
2s orbital is lifted to 2p orbital. During this process the 2s and 2p orbitals are mixed to
sp2 orbitals (3).
1 ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑
1s 2s 2px 2py 2pz
2 ↑↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
1s 2s 2px 2py 2pz
3 ↑↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
1s sp2 sp2 sp2 pz
2.1. [12]
When two sp2 hybridized carbon atoms meet, they form a co-
valent σ-pi double bond. The σ-bond is formed by overlapping of
two sp2 orbitals, and it binds the two carbon atoms tightly together.
The pi bond is formed by overlapping of the pz electron orbitals of
an adjacent carbon atoms. The graphitic C=C double bond makes
the material mechanically strong. [12]
In the sp2 hybridized carbon, all the sp2 orbitals are in the same
plane with angular difference of 120◦ while the pz electron orbital is
perpendicular to this plane (see Fig. 4.3) [12]. Because of the strong
σ-pi double bond, the two sp2 hybridized carbons carbon atoms
cannot rotate with respect to another. As a result an ensemble of the
sp2 hybridized carbon will settle on the same plane. Moreover, since
the angle between sp2 orbitals is 120◦, the increase of the number
of atoms will eventually lead to formation of the hexagonal planar
lattice. Fig. 4.3(d) shows the building element of such a structure,
the aromatic carbon ring consisting of six carbon atoms, which can
be considered as a smallest possible form of a graphite.
The pi bond is formed by overlapping of an adjacent carbon
atoms. The delocalized electrons at pz orbitals responsible for pi
bonds gives rise to the electrical conductivity of the carbon ma-
terials with sp2 hybridization. Furthermore, since the σ-pi bonds
appear in one plane, the conductivity is therefore strongly polar-
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The sp2 hybridization of carbon
Figure 2.1: (a) The isolated p (pink) and s (blue) orbitals of a carbon atom. (b) A sp2
hybridized carbon atom with asymmetrical sp2 orbitals, which lay in the same plane and
are oriented at 120 ◦ degrees with respect one another and symmetrical pz orbital perpen-
dicular to sp2 orbitals. (c) Two sp2 hybridized carbon atoms forms a σ-pi double bond.
(d) Graphitic carbon ring contains six carbon atoms that form a regular hexagon bounded
with C=C bonds. The electrons at pz orbitals, which are responsible for the pi bonds, are
delocalized.
ized. [12, 16, 27]
Increasing the size of the aromatic structure by adding sp2 hy-
bridized carbon atoms, will lead to formation of a single plane of
carbon atoms. In such a two-dimensional ensemble every atom is
surrounded by three adjacent neighbors. This honeycomb mono-
layer of carbon atoms is called graphene. When multiple graphene
sheets are piled up we arrive at graphite (see Fig. 2.2). The distance
between carbons in the plane is 1.42 A˚, while the spacing between
graphene layers in graphite is 3.34 A˚. In three-dimensional graphite
crystal, the graphene layers are attached to each other by rather
weak van der Waals forces, which allow one to separate graphene
layers from graphite. [16, 17]
Graphene and graphite are carbon allotropes that belong to the
”graphite family” which includes also fullerenes and carbon nan-
otubes. The members of graphite family are presented in the Fig.
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Figure 2.2: Graphene is considered as two-dimensional material and it is the building block
for (0D) fullerenes (1D) carbon nanotubes and (3D) graphite.
2.2. It is worth noting that zero-dimensional fullerene, one-dimensio-
nal carbon nanotube and three-dimensional graphite can be recon-
structed from graphene. [19, 28]
In this work, we are focused on the single layer graphene (SLG)
and a few layer graphene (FLG), i.e. an ultrathin graphite crys-
tal. We also consider synthesis and characterization of a pyrolytic
carbon (PyC) films. PyC is one of carbon allotropes with domi-
nating sp2 bonding, yet it is not considered as a member of the
graphite family since it is strongly amorphous [12]. Structurally
PyC can be considered as an amorphous graphite consisting inter-
twined graphene flakes of only few nanometers in size.
2.2 GRAPHENE BAND STRUCTURE
The optical properties of materials belonging to the graphite fam-
ily originate from the electronic properties and in particular from
graphene band structure [29, 30], which will be briefly introduced
in this paragraph.
Because of the symmetrical hexagonal nature of a two-dimensio-
nal graphene lattice, the unit cell of graphene is formed by two
atoms (A and B in the Fig. 2.3) with two unit cell vectors that are
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Figure 2.3: (a) An unit cell of graphene consist only two atoms (A and B) with unit cell
vectors a1,2. (b) The Bravais lattice is defined by the vectors b1,2. In the middle of the
first Brillouin zone (blue hexagon) is Γ point and on corners there are K and K′ points.
Between K and K′ points is M point.
a1,2 =
a
2
(3,±
√
3), (2.1)
where a ∼= 1.42 A˚ is distance between two adjacent carbon atoms.
The Bravais lattice of graphene is defined by vectors
b1,2 =
2pi
3a
(1,±
√
3). (2.2)
Fig. 2.3 shows a symmetrical sp2 hybridized carbon lattice and the
first Brillouin zone with Γ, M and K points. [31]
By using the tight binding approximation, one can make a close
estimation for graphene band structure (presented in Fig. 2.4) [18,
32,33]. In the approximation an ideal sp2 hybridized graphene crys-
tal is formed by two atoms. Furthermore, since the high energy
σ-bonds do not affect to the electronic structure at lower energies,
it is reasonable to take into account only pz orbital [31]. In such
case the electronic band structure of graphene can be presented by
following form:
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Figure 2.4: The band structure of graphene. In the K and K′ points the valence and
conductance bands touch and near these points the band structure is linear. Near M point
the band structure changes to a nonlinear one.
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where the signs ”+” and ”-” corresponds to the conductance and
valence band, respectively, and γ0 ∼= 2.8 eV is the ”hopping ener-
gies” of nearest neighbor. [31]
In the Fig. 2.4 is presented the band structure calculated by us-
ing Eq. 2.3. In the optical spectral range the crossing of the valence
and conductance band at Fermi energy near the K and K′ points of
the Brilluen zone is the most interesting feature of graphene band-
structure. At these points, the electron energy is a linear function
of the electron momentum, i.e. it is described by the Dirac equation
E(k) = h¯vF|k|, (2.4)
where the Fermi velocity is given by vF = 32h¯ aγ0. Especially this is
interesting for optical frequencies because optical and infra red (IR)
range lies close to Dirac points. [18, 31]
The gapless, linear band structure is a property of only a single
layered graphene since the unit cell of graphene consist only two
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carbon atoms. Unit cell in a graphite with more than one layer
consist of four carbon atoms. Therefore the band structure is in
the vicinity of the Dirac points is not linear and thus different from
that of graphene (see Fig. 2.4) [34–38]. However, these differences
manifest themselves for the THz and far-IR photons, while in the
visual and near-IR spectral range, the properties of SGL and FGL
are nearly the same.
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3 Optical spectroscopy of
graphene based thin films
The optical response of graphene and ultrathin carbon films are
determined by the band structure. In graphene the linear and gap-
less pi band structure at Dirac points strongly influences the Raman
scattering and the linear refraction of light in graphene [29, 30, 39].
Both these techniques are widely used for optical characterization
of various carbon materials.
3.1 RAMAN SCATTERING IN GRAPHENE AND PYROLYTIC
CARBON
Raman spectroscopy is a versatile tool that are conventionally used
for recognizing different carbon allotropes [39–43]. The first Ra-
man spectra of graphite were measured and reported more than
40 years ago and recently Raman spectroscopy has become a ma-
jor, nondestructive tool for probing graphitic materials [39, 44]. In
particular, the Raman spectroscopy is conventionally used to iden-
tify graphene [45, 46], and to determine number of graphene lay-
ers [45, 47], doping level [48–50], strain [51, 52], electrical mobil-
ity [53] and disordering of graphene lattice [54].
In this work we studied Raman spectra range in the wavenum-
ber range from 1000 cm−1 to 3500 cm−1. At this the Raman spec-
trum of pristine graphene is dominated by two peaks known as G
and 2D peaks at 1581 cm−1 and ∼2680 cm−1, respectively [39, 55].
Furthermore, the magnitude of the so-called D peak at 1350 cm−1 is
a quatitative measure of the graphene disorder [55]. By analyzing
the relative intensity, full width half maximum (FWHM) and posi-
tion of these three peaks, it is possible to reveal information about
the crystallinity of the graphite material.
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Figure 3.1: a) The vibration direction of carbon atoms responsible for the G peak. b) The
breathing mode of the disorder induced D peak.
The G peak is generated by the in-plane phonon (see Fig. 3.1 (a))
at the Γ point and exist in the Raman spectrum of all sp2 hybridized
carbon allotropes [56,57]. That is one can find the G peak also from
one-dimensional sp2 bonded carbon chains as well as from aromatic
carbon structures. This makes the G peak to be a good reference for
the D and 2D peaks.
The D peak originates from phonon at the K point and is the
breathing mode of six carbon atoms (see Fig. 3.1) [56]. In the pris-
tine graphene, the breathing mode is suppressed and the D peak is
activated only when there are defects in the graphene lattice [56,58].
Therefore, the magnitude of the D peak can be used as a quantita-
tive measure of the crystallinity of a graphene sample.
The 2D peak does not need a defect for activation being orig-
inated from scattering of photon on the pair of phonons with op-
posite momenta [39, 40, 55]. The band structure of graphene will
strongly affect the 2D peak because it occures due to the interval-
ley scattering of the Dirac cones at K and K′ [39]. Therefore, since
a monolayer graphene has different band structure compared to a
few layered graphene the 2D peak can be used as a signature of the
monolayer graphene.
Overall the relative magnitudes of D, G and 2D peaks in the Ra-
man spectrum of graphene can be used as an indicator of the mate-
rial quality [39,44]. Specifically, the ratio of D and G peaks is indica-
tor of the crystallinity of the graphene sample, while the position of
2D peak hints for the thickness of a few layered graphene [44,45,47].
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Since the D peak requires the presence of a defect and the G peak
is assumed to appear in all sp2 hybridized material, the ratio of the
D and G peaks can be employed for quantitative characterization
of the crystallinity. If graphitic material does not consist any amor-
phous carbon and sp3 bonds, one can use Tuinstra-Koening(TK)-
relation (TK) to obtain the size of graphene crystallite La [44,56,59]:
La(nm) = C(λ)×
(
I(D)
I(G)
)−1
, (3.1)
where the normalization coefficient C(λ) is a function of the exci-
tation wavelength λ. The exact value for C(λ) is still under discus-
sion and currently in literature two different values can be found
C(λ = 514nm) = 4.4 [60] or C(λ = 514nm) ≈ 16.7 [61]. It is
worth noting that since the former and latter value differs about
four times the TK relation gives only a rough estimation for the
size of the graphene crystal.
In the Raman spectrum, an amorphous carbon manifest itself as
a wide peak at between 1500 cm−1 and 1550 cm−1 [62]. If the ma-
terial is highly amorphous (La ≤ 2 nm) and contains also traces of
an amorphous carbon, the La should be estimated by the following
relation suggested by Ferrari and Robertson [56]:
L2a(nm) =
1
C′(λ)
I(D)
I(G)
, (3.2)
where the normalization coefficient C′(λ) is 0.55 for 514 nm excita-
tion wavelength [56].
Thus in the Raman spectrum for purely sp2 hybridized materi-
als, I(D)/I(G) ∝ 1/La, while for the highly amorphous graphite
I(D)/I(G) ∝ L2a.
The G peak width and position gives information about the
graphite material crystallinity. Specifically, for a single crystalline
graphite, the full-width-half-maximum of the G peak (FWHMG) is
as low as 12 cm−1, while for highly amorphous graphite the G peak
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as low as 12 cm−1, while for highly amorphous graphite the G peak
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Figure 3.2: a) The Raman spectra of graphite and graphene shows the main peak positions
of D, G and 2D at 1350 −1, 1581 −1 and 2700 −1. The most significant difference is the
2D peak shifting and the 2D peak shape. Also the ratio of the I(G)/(2D) is noteworthy. b)
Wide Raman peaks of PyC indicate a highly disordered graphitic material. Essentially the
D, G and 2D peaks of graphite are found in PyC but are greatly broadened. Furthermore
there is a broad peak of amorphous carbon at 1500 −1 and disorder induced peak at 2930
cm−1.
widens and the FWHMG can be more than 100 cm−1 [59]. More-
over, the G peak can be shifted from its original position of 1581
cm−1 towards 1600 cm−1 if the graphitic flakes are nanosized or
towards 1500 cm−1 if the material consist 20 % or more amorphous
carbon [59]. Although, the G peak widening or peak shifting only
gives a very rough estimation for the crystallinity it still backs up
the estimation obtained by Eq. 3.1 and 3.2.
The shifting and broadening of the 2D peak in a few layer grap-
hene can be related to the number of graphene layers. In bulk
graphite, the 2D peak is located at ∼2730 cm−1 [42], while in the
graphene monolayer, the 2D peak is found at ∼2680 cm−1 [46].
However, for a few layered graphene the 2D peak is typically lo-
cated near 2700 cm−1 [45, 46]. The FWHM2D and the shape of 2D
peak is associated also to the thickness of a few layered graphene
[45, 46]. For a monolayer graphene, the 2D peak can be fitted as
a single Lorentzian peak with FWHM2D of about 24 cm−1 [55],
but for a multilayered structure four or more Lorentzian peaks are
usually used for an accurate fitting and the FWHM2D is usually
between 45-60 cm−1 [55]. Typical examples of graphene, graphite
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and PyC Raman spectra is shown in Fig. 3.2.
The D, G and 2D peaks are not the only peaks in the graphitic
material. It is worth of mentioning that defects and doping will
manifest themselves as a shoulder in the G peak close to 1600
cm−1 (sometimes referred as D′) and the combined D+ D′ is seen
near 3000 cm−1. The overtone of D′, i.e. the 2D′ is located at 3250
cm-1 and does not require defect like the D′ does. Near 2450 cm−1
is found a D+ D′′ peak that is raised by the same mechanism as it
is suggested for 2D peak. [39]
3.2 SPECTROPHOTOMETRY OF NANOCARBON FILMS
The linear optical properties of suspended graphene is defined by
its extraordinary band structure. Specifically, the linear gapless
band structure of graphene in the vicinity of K and K′ points re-
sults in the independence of the absorption cross-section for pho-
tons with energies lower than 2.5 eV (at light wavelength longer
than ∼500 nm) cross-section. When the photon energy is higher
than 2.5 eV the band structure changes due the M saddle point
which is shown as an absorption peak near 270 nm (4.6 eV) in the
transmission spectrum (see Fig. 3.3) [63].
At the photon energy below 2.5 eV, the optical absorbtion of a
single graphene sheet is defined by the fine structure constant α by
Ag = piα ≈ pi/137 [30]. Thus a graphene monolayer absorbs about
2.3 % of the incident light energy, which is extremely high since
graphene sheet is only one atom thick. Furthermore, although the
band structure of a few layered graphene is bit different in the K
and K′ points compared to a monolayer [64,65], the absorption of a
few layered graphene film increases linearly as a function of layers
number in the visual and near-IR spectral range.
When the photon energy is below 2.5 eV, the optical transmit-
tance (T) and reflectance (R) of graphene are also independent on
the wavelength and can be expressed as T = (1 + 0.5piα)−2 ≈
1− piα and R = (0.5piα)2T ≈ 0 [30]. It is worth noting, however,
that it is correct only for a suspended graphene since an underlying
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Figure 3.3: Transmittance spectra of FLG and PyC films shows that the transmittance
of pyrolytic carbon resembles with some small differences. The M saddle point induced
absorbtion peak is much wider in PyC and furthermore the absorption at ∼ 270 nm is
not as strong in PyC as it is in SLG and FLG. (∆T = TMAX − TMIN, where TMAX and
TMIN are transmittances at 1500 nm and 270 nm wavelengths.)
substrate will affect the transmittance and reflectance [29].
At the normal incidence, the graphene film deposited on a sub-
strate is described by the Fresnel equation [66]:
Tgs = 4ns(1+ ns + piα)−2, (3.3)
where the n is the refractive index of the dielectric substrate. The
measured in the conventional experiment [25] differential transmit-
tance of the bare and graphene coated substrate ∆T = (Ts− Tgs)/Ts
is strongly influenced by the ns. For example ∆T ≈ 1.9% per
graphene layer when graphene is deposited on the quartz substrate
(ns ≈ 1.5). Similarly the differential reflectance ∆R is also deter-
mined by ns [67],
∆R = 4Ag/(n2s − 1). (3.4)
In Eq. 3.4, the substrate for the graphene film is assumed to
be a thick and transparent. The Eq. 3.4 does not apply for metals
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but since the refractive index of graphene (ng) is experimentally
well defined [68], the reflectance of a graphene coated substrate can
be expressed by Fresnel equation as a function of the carbon film
thickness h:
∆R = R(h)gs =
∣∣∣∣ r12 + r23 exp(2iβ)1+ r12r23 exp(2iβ
∣∣∣∣2 , (3.5)
where at normal incidence r12 = (1− ng)/(1+ ng) and r23 = (ng −
ns)/(ng+ns) are reflection coefficients of the air-graphene and grap-
hene substrate interfaces, respectively and β = 2pingh/λ. By using
Eq. 3.5 and pre-described ng [68] one can define ∆R and the thick-
ness of a few layered on an arbitrary substrate (see paper I).
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4 Fabrication of ultrathin
nanocarbon films using
chemical vapor deposition
The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is the major route towards
fabrication of graphitic carbon materials including graphene and
PyC films. In the CVD process, a gaseous precursor is decomposed
at high temperature on the substrate surface to produce the desired
material. In this chapter, we describe the methane based CVD of
PyC film and graphene.
4.1 CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION OF PYROLYTIC CAR-
BON
A thin pyrolytic carbon (PyC) film can be produced by CVD di-
rectly on a substrate surface providing it holds the 1000 ◦C process
temperature [69–74]. Eventually the produced carbon film is highly
amorphous since the technique allows confocal and almost atom-
ically smooth carbon coating with well defined thickness [73, 75].
Furthermore, a PyC film can be deposited on any substrate (dielec-
tric or metallic) opening an attractive route to making a conducting
carbon coating of arbitrary shaped substrates.
Generally in the CVD of PyC, one can define a homogenous and
a heterogenous parts [69]. In the homogenous part of the process
the chemical reactions take place in gaseous atmosphere whereas
in heterogenous part the molecular reaction takes place in the in-
terface of the gas and substrate [76].
In this work, methane was employed as a gaseous carbon pre-
cursor. The methane (CH4) molecule contains one carbon atom
bound to four hydrogen atoms by σ bonds. Due to the low reactiv-
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ity of the methane in comparison to other hydrocarbon gasses, the
CVD process temperatures are typically more than 900 ◦C [69, 72].
The main reaction sequence from methane to benzene-like aromatic
structures involves C2- and C4-species and can be as following:
CH4 → C2Hx → C4Hy → C6Hz, (4.1)
where x, y and z are the number of hydrogen atoms bound to car-
bon atoms [72]. The effect of the unstable C3 and C5-species is
supposed to play only minor role [72].
The evolving from C1 to C2- and C6-species are believed to be
homogenous reactions and for further develop the heterogenous
reactions are expected to take place on the substrate surface [69].
While growing in size the ring-like carbon structures will settle on
a substrate surface being attached to active sites. After attachment
the carbon rings start evolving to more complex polycyclic hydro-
carbons. Although the size of an individual polycyclic hydrocar-
bons remains below 10 nm the small pyrocarbon clusters intertwine
together forming a continuous carbon film [73].
Since the graphitic film grown on a substrate surface consist of
crosslinked nanosize graphene clusters, the film can be expected
to be highly amorphous. However, surface of this amorphous film
is observed to be almost atomically smooth. Typically the average
surface roughness of a prepared film (see paper II) on a silica sub-
strate is in order of 1 nm. Although such a smoothness of the PyC
films is still not understood, one may expect that it may be caused
by the preferred orientation of the nanosize graphene clusters are
along the surface plane. Therefore, despite the PyC film is highly
amorphous, is very uniform and can be employed for nanoscale
coating material [75].
Because of high amorphicity of the PyC film the electron scatter-
ing in the material is stronger than in graphene or graphite that is
seen as higher sheet resistance [25, 73]. The strong electron scatter-
ing in PyC suppresses the conductivity making this material hardly
suitable for transparent electrodes in optoelectronic devices that
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usually require high conductivity and low opacity [77]. However,
these films can be used as lightweight chemically inert and me-
chanically strong ultrathin conductive coatings for e.g. microwave
shielding [2–4].
4.2 CVD GRAPHENE ON A COPPER CATALYST
By using metal catalysts, the crystallinity of the CVD graphitic car-
bon film can be increased from nanometer to millimeter scale [26].
Among metals suitable for CVD of graphene are Iridium [78], plat-
inum [79], ruthenium [80], palladium [81], nickel [82, 83] and cop-
per [84]. The choice of a catalyst metal is crucial for the properties
of the obtained SLG or FLG film.
The first experimental demonstrations for graphene CVD were
made using a nickel catalyst substrate [82, 83]. However, high car-
bon solubility in nickel makes it difficult to control graphene layer
thickness [85]. This difficulty can be removed when copper is used
as a catalyst in the CVD process. A low carbon solubility, conve-
nient crystallinity and low cost have made copper the most attrac-
tive material for graphene synthesis. Recently a thin copper foil has
become a standard catalyst for graphene CVD [85,86].
The quality of graphene sheet that grows on the surface of a
copper catalyst depends on the crystallinity of a copper substrate. It
has been observed that the most and least convenient crystalline ori-
entation for graphene synthesis on a copper substrate are Cu<111>,
and Cu<100>, respectively [86]. In the <111> the copper atoms
are packed densely forming a structure that gives a hexagonal sur-
face structure preferable for the graphene synthesis while in <100>
crystal plane, the copper atoms at the surface are arranged in a
square lattice, which is not well suited for the graphene crystal
growth [86].
The synthesis of graphene on copper resembles the synthesis of
PyC but without homogenous process phase. In high, above 800 ◦C
temperature the copper catalysis becomes active and starts to assist
methane molecule decomposition efficiently enough for graphene
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formation [87, 88]. On the surface of copper the carbon will attach
to the copper while hydrogen will leave the surface [87]. Poly-
cyclic carbon structures are formed at active sites on the copper
surface and start growing in size [89]. Eventually, when the adja-
cent graphene cluster become big enough to reach one another, a
graphene grain boundary is formed [26].
The copper foil that conventionally used for CVD graphene syn-
thesis is polycrystalline and this affects to the quality of graphene
synthesized on its surface. Since the graphene flakes that are grown
on copper grains with different crystal planes are connected to
each other with grain boundaries, the graphene film is continu-
ous. However, the orientation of the graphene flakes is slightly
different, which makes graphene polycrystalline [90]. The size of
the graphene crystallities grown on the copper surface is usually of
the order of a few tens of micrometers [90], i.e. it is bigger than
the light wavelength in visual and near IR region. Therefore CVD
graphene can be employed for investigation of various optical and
optoelectronic effects, while the fabrication of graphene on copper
catalysis CVD has opened an important route for inexpensive and
high quality graphene synthesis.
4.2.1 Multilayered graphene on copper
A low carbon solubility in a copper substrate should lead into a
formation of SLG film [85]. However, formation of FLG is also
possible (see paper I and [91]) when so called template graphene
growth takes place [92].
In the template graphene growth, the first layer of graphene is
grown catalytically on a copper surface at temperature of about
1000 ◦C. This high temperature is, however, high enough also for
spontaneous methane decomposition [69]. Therefore, the hydrocar-
bon decomposition in the CVD chamber takes place catalytically on
substrate surface and also in the gas phase.
The decomposed hydrocarbon molecules start to form a new
layer of carbon on top of the first graphene layer. Although the
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second graphene layer grows on the top of the graphene, usu-
ally possesses lower crystallinity in comparison with the first layer
[92, 93]. Increasing of the deposition time may result in formation
of even more layers, however, the size of the graphene crystalli-
ties should decrease from layer to layer, i.e. the crystallinity of the
topmost layer maybe as low as that of the amorphous pyrolytic car-
bon [69,92].
The amorphousness the template layers on a single graphene
film are often considered as unwanted phenomena. In order to
prevent formation of template layers, the SLG samples are prepared
in low concentration of carbon precursor gas [26]. Also in order
to obtain single layer graphene on copper catalyst the unwanted
carbon layers can be etched by hydrogen after the graphitization
sequence [93].
4.2.2 Graphene transfer from Cu catalyst to a dielectric
Probably the most significant disadvantage of the CVD graphene
is the presence of the copper substrate. This is because in order to
fully exploit the optical and electrical properties of graphene one
need to transfer a nanometrically thin carbon film from copper to a
dielectric or semiconducting surface. There has been suggested and
demonstrated several different techniques to transfer the graphene
film from Cu substrate to a dielectric [94]. In the paper I, we em-
ployed the most conventional wet etching transfer technique de-
scribed below [95].
At first, a supporting poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer
is deposited on top of graphene in order to prevent the graphene
to crack during the transfer. When graphene is coated with a pro-
tective polymer layer, the underlying Cu substrate is removed by
chemical etchant. Next the sample is rinsed in water and deposited
on a dielectric substrate. A small droplet of liquid PMMA is de-
posited on top of the PMMA/graphene/dielectric sample to make
the old PMMA layer relaxed. At the end the PMMA layer is re-
moved by acetone or another solvent. [95]
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At first, a supporting poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer
is deposited on top of graphene in order to prevent the graphene
to crack during the transfer. When graphene is coated with a pro-
tective polymer layer, the underlying Cu substrate is removed by
chemical etchant. Next the sample is rinsed in water and deposited
on a dielectric substrate. A small droplet of liquid PMMA is de-
posited on top of the PMMA/graphene/dielectric sample to make
the old PMMA layer relaxed. At the end the PMMA layer is re-
moved by acetone or another solvent. [95]
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Figure 4.1: A graphene sheet (Gr) can be transferred from a copper substrate (a) to an
arbitrary surface by depositing a polymer layer (b) on top of Gr-Cu sample. Next (c)
the Cu is removed by wet etching and (d) the polymer+Gr structure is placed on final
substrate. (e) At the end the polymer layer is dissolved chemically.
It is worth noting that although graphene is mechanically very
strong, transferring of an atomically thin graphene film can be eas-
ily damaged in the process of transfer. Furthermore, involvement
of a number of chemical reagants in the process may affect to mor-
phological and electronic properties of a graphene sample (e.g. to
induce structural defects and change doping level etc.). Therefore
finding techniques to deposit graphene directly on a dielectric is an
eagerly awaited breakthrough necessary for fabrication graphene
based electronics and optoelectronics devices [26].
4.3 DIRECTGRAPHENEDEPOSITIONONDIELECTRIC SUB-
STRATE
Although transferring techniques to move graphene from copper
to dielectric substrate have been evolved recently, incorporation
of graphene elements in to practical devices require synthesis of
graphene directly on the dielectric or semiconductor substrate [26].
This issue has attracted a widespread attention of nanocarbon com-
munity and so far several promising methods have been suggested
[96–101]. In this work the direct deposition of graphene film was
achieved by the assistance of a nanometrically thin copper film pre-
deposited on a silica substrate.
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Figure 4.2: For direct deposition a few hundred thick layer of copper is deposited on a
silica substrate (a). (b) At high temperature the Cu film will partially melt forming grain
boundaries. (c) When catalysis begins the carbon atoms migrate through Cu film using
grain boundaries. (d) After the CVD process a few layered graphene film is formed on
copper-air and copper-silica interfaces. (e) By removing the topmost graphene layer and
Cu remains, one will obtain a few layered graphene on silica substrate.
The receding of the ultrathin copper film in the CVD chamber
is governed by the surface melting that opens different routes for
graphene deposition [96, 98]. The first experimental demonstration
that melting of thin copper film can be utilized for direct deposi-
tion of graphene have been reported in 2010 by Ismach et al. [96].
They suggested that graphene will grow on top of a thin copper
film pre-deposited on a silica substrate similarly as it grows on a
conventional copper foil. However, when the copper melts it starts
to recede leaving graphene behind. By increasing the deposition
time with several hours it was possible to evaporate all the copper
away and obtain a graphene on a dielectric substrate.
Su et al. in 2011 demonstrated that the graphene grow on the
Cu-air interface as expected and also on the Cu-substrate interface
[98]. This was explained by carbon migration through a copper
film where the carbon atoms utilize the copper grain boundaries
in order to penetrate through a thin copper film. After removing
copper remains by wet etching a few layered graphene is revealed
beneath the thin Cu film and one obtain again a graphene sample
on a dielectric substrate.
The fundamental reason for the formation of graphene to the
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[98]. This was explained by carbon migration through a copper
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in order to penetrate through a thin copper film. After removing
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copper-silica interface originates from the physical properties of
thin copper film. More precisely the thin copper film will partially
melt in the process temperature below the bulk melting temper-
ature [102–104]. This thermal instability of low dimensional sys-
tems is called surface melting and is explained by the surface atom
vibrations that are much larger in magnitude compared to those
atoms vibrating inside the bulk material. More importantly the
surface melting, sometimes associated with the Tammann temper-
ature, is sufficient to make the surface atoms migrate freely [105].
Free atom mobility at the surface leads to liquid-like behavior of
the surface [106]. During the CVD process, the temperature near
900 ◦C is below the bulk copper melting temperature of 1084 ◦C.
However, it is high enough for surface melting of the copper layer
with thickness of a few hundreds nanometers.
It is expected that only the very surface of the copper film will
melt with a depth of few nanometers [102–104]. However, the since
the Cu film is prepared by thermal evaporation, it composed of
densely parked Cu nanoparticles, i.e. the film is intrinsically in-
homogeneous. In particular there are points where disorder is
stronger than the rest of the film (e.g. where the several nanopar-
ticles are connected). Since all the nanoparticles have their own
surface that melts separately the Cu film melting will start at these
points. The melted copper will recede towards still solid areas
forming characteristic finger-like pattern on the substrate.
In the vicinity of 900 ◦C the first graphene structures start to
form to the copper-substrate interface [98]. Because of the low car-
bon solubility of carbon in copper the carbon atoms cannot pene-
trate the copper film directly but because of the melted surface the
carbon atoms migrate on liquefied copper [85,98]. On areas where a
grain boundary is formed in the Cu film carbon atoms can migrate
through the film using the disordered and melted boundary [98].
After successfully penetrating the copper film the carbon start to
form graphene film to the copper-silica interface.
By described technique one can synthesize a few layered graphe-
ne directly to a dielectric substrate after removing copper remains
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[98]. Furthermore, since the copper film is in liquefied-like state
during the process, it gives possibility to control how the copper
will settle on the dielectric substrate by changing the surface struc-
ture of the substrate. In the chapter 6 we will discuss further how
the surface structure of the dielectric substrate will affect to the cop-
per receding and how to make a few layered graphene samples by
self-assembling technique (papers III–V).
4.4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR A CHEMICAL VAPOR
DEPOSITION OF AN ULTRATHIN CARBON FILMS
In this section, in order to outline the difference between synthesis
of the PyC and graphene we will very briefly describe characteris-
tics of the employed CVD setup.
The conventional hot wall CVD setup used in all of the exper-
iments in papers I-V consist of computer controlled gas mass flow
controllers and inlets for methane, hydrogen and nitrogen flows,
tube oven (Carbolite CTF 12/75/700) as a heating element and vac-
uum chamber with pressure meter and vacuum pump. Since the
heating element cools down very slowly ( 1-5 ◦C/min) the setup
works best with substrates that are not critical on cooling down rate.
Furthermore the setup works in static atmosphere, i.e. there is no
gas flow during the processes through the CVD chamber. Between
the cycles, when the gases are changed the chamber is vacumized
before injecting new gasses. This greatly reduces the gas consump-
tion during the process.
For synthesizing FLG film on a copper (see the paper I) a clean
copper foil (purity 99,8 %, thickness 25 µm) is inserted into the vac-
uum chamber and heated up to 1000 ◦C temperature in hydrogen
atmosphere. Usually the copper foil is annealed 30 min to 60 min
in 1000 ◦C in order to remove remains of copper oxide on copper
surface. During the annealing the copper will also re-crystallize
forming islands of monocrystalline copper with lateral diameter
about few tens of micrometer. After the annealing the gaseous at-
mosphere was changed from hydrogen to hydrogen-methane gas
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tube oven (Carbolite CTF 12/75/700) as a heating element and vac-
uum chamber with pressure meter and vacuum pump. Since the
heating element cools down very slowly ( 1-5 ◦C/min) the setup
works best with substrates that are not critical on cooling down rate.
Furthermore the setup works in static atmosphere, i.e. there is no
gas flow during the processes through the CVD chamber. Between
the cycles, when the gases are changed the chamber is vacumized
before injecting new gasses. This greatly reduces the gas consump-
tion during the process.
For synthesizing FLG film on a copper (see the paper I) a clean
copper foil (purity 99,8 %, thickness 25 µm) is inserted into the vac-
uum chamber and heated up to 1000 ◦C temperature in hydrogen
atmosphere. Usually the copper foil is annealed 30 min to 60 min
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Figure 4.3: (a) A few layered graphene film on a 50 mm silica substrate. (b) By scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) one can notice small holes (circled) and vertical lines that
originate from copper substrate roughness. (c) A PyC synthesized on a silica substrate.
(d) The PyC film is uniform throughout the substrate and almost atomically smooth but
can be scratched with scalpel.
mix (15 ml:15 ml with pressure of about 10 mBar). The graphitiza-
tion lasted typically from 5 min to 20 min. It is worth noting that
there has been no significant differences observed between short or
long graphitization time. In the paper I the hydrogen etching was
not used and the received film is a multilayered graphene. For a
graphene monolayer synthesis the hydrogen etching could be done
after the graphitization period. This is done by removing carbon
precursor and injecting hydrogen to the CVD chamber for a few
minutes.
Transferring graphene from a copper foil to a dielectric sub-
strate was done by using the methods described in more detail
elsewhere [95]. A thin layer of PMMA was deposited on top of
graphene/copper sample and the copper was then etched in ferric
chloride (FeCl3). After etching the PMMA/graphene sample was
rinsed in the water, deposited on a silica substrate and dried with
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mild 50 ◦ temperature. A new layer of PMMA was deposited on
top of the PMMA/graphene/silica in order to relax the old PMMA
layer. Finally the PMMA was removed from the sample surface by
acetone.
For PyC film deposition the most significant difference in the
process parameters, compared to the graphene synthesis, is the
higher amount of methane. In the paper II we reported the PyC
films synthesis on a 0.5 mm thick silica substrate. In the pro-
cess there was also some small changes done in comparison to the
graphene process. First the chamber was heated up to 700 ◦C tem-
perature in hydrogen atmosphere. At 700 ◦C the hydrogen atmo-
sphere is exchanged to hydrogen-methane gas mixture (see table
paper II). After the gas exchange the chamber temperature is risen
up to 1100 ◦C for 5 min (with rate of 10 ◦C/min) and cooled back
down to 700 ◦C in 80 minutes. Next the chamber is cooled down
to room temperature in hydrogen atmosphere. Since both sides of
the sample are covered with PyC film, the back side of the sample
is cleansed with harsh oxygen plasma.
The thickness of the film can be controlled by the pressure and
amount of methane concentration (parameters are found in the pa-
per II). It is noteworthy that since the setup works in static atmo-
sphere, therefore increasing the amount of methane concentration
will affect to the pressure also. Second interesting point of the pro-
cess is the dynamic process temperature ranges from 700 ◦C to 1100
◦C and back down to 700 ◦C. The first decompositions of methane
are expected to happen close 700 ◦C or 800 ◦C. However, since
methane is very stable molecule the decomposition rate of methane
is improved by increasing the temperature to 1100 ◦C. Furthermore
aromatic carbon structures are expected to decompose above 800 ◦C
and aliphically (chain like) bonded carbon above 600 ◦C. Therefore
the process was ended at 700 ◦C.
For the direct graphene synthesis on a silica substrate the sam-
ple was first coated with few hundred nanometers (100 nm - 300
nm) thick copper film. The sample was loaded into the CVD cham-
ber and heated to 700 ◦C in hydrogen atmosphere. At 700 ◦C the
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chamber was vacumized and injected with hydrogen-methane gas
mix (15 ml: 15 ml with pressure of about 10 mBar). Next the
chamber temperature was risen to 950 ◦C for 5 min (with rate of
10 ◦C/min) and then cooled down to 700 ◦C in about 60 minutes.
The rest of the cooling was done in hydrogen atmosphere. As it can
be observed the process is very similar to PyC process. However,
the temperature dynamics was different because we wanted to en-
sure carbon availability during all the time when the carbon was
liquefied (the surface melting of thin copper film that takes place at
about 700 ◦C [102–104]).
In a summary, graphene deposition on a copper foil, pyrolytic
carbon deposition on a silica substrate and direct graphene depo-
sition on a silica substrate are can be performed using very similar
CVD process. However, even minor changes in the process parame-
ters can drastically affect the properties of the synthesized material.
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carbon films
Optical characterization is a nondestructive technique that can be
used to probe the properties of ultrathin films. In this chapter we
present results on the characterization of the ultrathin carbon films
by Raman spectroscopy and spectrophotometry.
5.1 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF NANOCARBON FILMS
All the Raman measurements described below were performed by
using the Renishaw inVia RamanMicroscope at the excitation wave-
length of 514 nm. Therefore the obtained results can be used for
comparative study of the fabricated films. Since at the high exci-
tation intensity may cause some unwanted, heat induced intrinsic
effects in the ultrathin carbon films [46, 107, 108], the power level
of the excitation laser was kept low in order to avoid heat induced
effects in the nanocarbon films.
5.1.1 Raman spectra of a graphene film transferred to a dielectric
substrate
In the paper I the graphene sample was grown on a copper foil and
it was transferred to a silica substrate as described in the chapter
4.2.2. After the graphene film was transferred on the silica substrate
the Raman spectrum was measured. A typical Raman spectrum
of the graphene sample that was grown on a copper foil without
hydrogen etching is presented in the Fig. 5.1.
In the Raman spectrum reported in the paper I the ratio of the D
and G peak intensities indicates a graphene material with defects.
However, since there are no traces of amorphous carbon (widened
peak at 1500 cm−1), the Eq. 3.1 can be used to determine the size of
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Figure 5.1: A typical Raman spectrum of a few layered graphene sample synthesized on
a dielectric substrate. The disordering is seen as D and D′ peaks that are rather small
compared to G. Furthermore, a narrow G peak indicate a rather well crystalline few layered
graphene. The 2D peak is located at 2703 cm−1 and with FWHM2D of 50 cm−1 indicating
a few layered graphene material.
La. Typically the ratio of I(D)/I(G) in this sample was in the order
of 10 % - 20 %. According Eq. 3.1 the La was in range from 20 nm
to 40 nm (C = 4.4) or 80 nm to 160 nm C = 16.6. From the other
hand the measured FWHMG ≈ 20 cm−1 corresponding roughly to
La ∼100 nm. The G-mode was also found to be shifted from 1582
cm−1 to 1587 cm−1 which is a signature of the disorder [56]. This
same disordering can be noticed from the small right side shoulder
of the G peak (see Fig. 5.1). These disorders that are shown in this
spectrum are most probably caused by the additional carbon layers
that have grown on top of the first layer by template mechanism
[92].
Furthermore the position of the 2D peak at 2703 cm−1 and
FWHM2D ≈ 50 cm−1 in the paper I clearly indicates that the ma-
terial was FLG. If the spectrum in the Fig. 5.1 is compared to a
spectrum of FLG grown on Cu (Ref. [92]) the resemblance is obvi-
ous.
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Figure 5.2: A Raman spectrum measured from a few layered graphene sample grown by
the direct deposition technique. The disordering is revealed by D peak and also by the
slight antisymmetry of the G peak. The 2D peak is located at 2710 cm−1 with FWHM2D
of 60 cm−1 which indicates that the material is a few layered graphene.
5.1.2 Raman spectra of a graphene synthesized directly on a di-
electric substrate
Controlling of the number of graphene layers directly deposited on
a dielectric substrate is more difficult task compared to the control-
ling of the number of graphene layers grown on a copper. This is
because copper protects the synthesis of the single graphene layer.
So far there has not yet been presented a method to suppress for-
mation of several graphene layers or remove disordering for direct
deposition on dielectric.
In Fig. 5.2 there is presented Raman spectra of FLG (paper III)
grown by direct deposition after the copper remains are removed.
One can observe that there exist the disorder related D peak at
around 1350 cm−1 and no traces of amorphous carbon peak at 1500
cm−1. Therefore one can conclude that the carbon material grown
beneath the copper film is solely sp2 bonded.
Interestingly the relation of the I(D)/I(G) is typically in the
same order compared to the graphene grown on a copper foil in
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terial was FLG. If the spectrum in the Fig. 5.1 is compared to a
spectrum of FLG grown on Cu (Ref. [92]) the resemblance is obvi-
ous.
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Figure 5.2: A Raman spectrum measured from a few layered graphene sample grown by
the direct deposition technique. The disordering is revealed by D peak and also by the
slight antisymmetry of the G peak. The 2D peak is located at 2710 cm−1 with FWHM2D
of 60 cm−1 which indicates that the material is a few layered graphene.
5.1.2 Raman spectra of a graphene synthesized directly on a di-
electric substrate
Controlling of the number of graphene layers directly deposited on
a dielectric substrate is more difficult task compared to the control-
ling of the number of graphene layers grown on a copper. This is
because copper protects the synthesis of the single graphene layer.
So far there has not yet been presented a method to suppress for-
mation of several graphene layers or remove disordering for direct
deposition on dielectric.
In Fig. 5.2 there is presented Raman spectra of FLG (paper III)
grown by direct deposition after the copper remains are removed.
One can observe that there exist the disorder related D peak at
around 1350 cm−1 and no traces of amorphous carbon peak at 1500
cm−1. Therefore one can conclude that the carbon material grown
beneath the copper film is solely sp2 bonded.
Interestingly the relation of the I(D)/I(G) is typically in the
same order compared to the graphene grown on a copper foil in
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the paper I. The D peak in the graphene grown by direct deposi-
tion technique on a silica substrate may originate from the rather
grainy structure that can be seen in the SEM image (Chapter 6, Fig.
6.1). From this figure the size of the graphene grains seems to be
in almost micron scale. However, the Eq. 3.1 shows that the mag-
nitude of La is less than 100 nm. This may indicate that there are
small intrinsic defects in the graphene lattice that cannot be seen
with SEM or that the multiple grain boundaries increase the inten-
sity of D-peak. The former reason is more likely because measured
FWHMG ∼30 cm−1 10 nm < La < 50 nm. However, it is worth
noting that the G peak asymmetrical due to the presence of the D′
peak and therefore the size of the crystallite can be bigger than that
expected from the width of the G peak.
The 2D peak of a few layered graphene made by the direct de-
position also resembles that of a few layered graphene grown on a
copper foil. Specifically, the 2D peak is located at 2710 cm−1 and
the FWHM2D is about 60 cm−1 indicating that the material is a few
layered graphene rather than a monolayer graphene.
Although the electrical conductivity of a directly deposited grap-
hene film is lower compared to that of graphene films prepared by
using transfer technique [26, 98], the Raman spectrum of a directly
grown graphene is very similar to the that of graphene grown on a
copper foil. Therefore the direct deposition technique can be used
in the optics and optoelectronics applications of graphene. Further-
more, by optimizing the direct deposition process the electronic
properties of graphene produced by this technique could be im-
proved further.
5.1.3 Raman spectrum of pyrolytic carbon
Since the pyrolytic carbon films are deposited on a silica substrate
without a catalyst, it is expected that it is strongly disordered. This
strong disordering can of course be detected by the Raman spec-
troscopy.
In the Fig. 5.3 is presented a Raman spectrum of a highly amor-
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Figure 5.3: A Raman spectrum of a PyC sample. D and G peaks are very wide and an
amorphous carbon related peak is located at 1540 cm−1.
phous pyrolytic carbon film that were synthesized and character-
ized in the paper II. Once can observed that D and G dominate
the Raman spectrum. Since the D peak originates from the breath-
ing mode of an aromatic carbon structure and G peak is found in
presence of sp2 carbon hybridization, the Raman spectrum gives
an evidence that the PyC film consists of carbon rings, but is very
amorphous.
Furthermore, fitting of the measured Raman spectrum revealed
a wide peak at 1540 cm−1 due to the presence of the amorphous
carbon in the film. In such case the graphene crystallite size can be
estimated from Eq. 3.2 that gives ∼2 nm.
The 2D peak of PyC is almost completely suppressed because
the honeycomb lattice is nearly completely disordered, however
there is very weak (in comparison to D and G) peak at 2730 cm−1
(see e.g. Fig. 3.2). Since the 2D peak originates from the dou-
ble phonons in opposite phases at Dirac points, the absence of the
2D peak in the Raman spectrum may indicate the presence of the
asymmetrical carbon rings in the PyC film [39].
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The above estimation of the graphene flake size indicates that
the electrical conductivity of the PyC film should be lower than that
in graphene because of strong electron scattering at the graphene
flake grain boundaries.
5.2 THICKNESS DETERMINATIONOF ANANOCARBON FILM
ON A COPPER SUBSTRATE
In the paper I the optical reflectance spectroscopy was used to re-
veal the thickness of the nanographite film deposited on the top
of copper substrate. Since SLG absorbs about 2.3 % of transmit-
ted light, several graphene layers induce measurable changes in
the copper reflectivity. Such an opportunity is also supported by
the difference in the refractive index of graphene and copper that
is as high as 2 in the wavelength range from 600 nm to 800 nm.
Both strong absorption and high refractive index contrast makes it
possible to measure the thickness of nanocarbon film on a copper
substrate using optical reflectance spectroscopy.
The suggested technique is based on comparing the reflectance
of a bare and graphene coated substrate. Theoretically one graphene
layer should reduce the reflectance of a copper substrate by 1 % at
600 nm. However in practice, measuring the reflectance change in
the reflectance is hampered by the copper oxide, which complex
refractive index is nearly the same as that of graphene in the wave-
length region of 300 nm – 400 nm. Furthermore a few nanometer
thick native copper oxide layers grows on a bare copper substrate
within minutes in normal atmospheric conditions (see paper I).
Since a graphene film prevents short term copper oxidation [109,
110], the reflectivity of the graphene coated copper can be measured
as received after the CVD process. In order to measure the re-
flectance of bare copper substrate, the copper oxide was removed by
acetic acid from the reference sample [111]. Furthermore, since the
light absorption in the copper oxide is almost negligible at wave-
lengths longer than 500 nm, the accuracy of the graphene thickness
measurement can be increased by measuring reflectivity in wave-
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Figure 5.4: (a) Normalized, differential reflectance of a few layered graphene on a copper
substrate shows film to contain two graphene layers. (b) After the carbon film is trans-
ferred on a silica substrate the transmittance spectra shows the graphene film to contain
approximately two and half layers.
length range from 500 nm to 800 nm.
Experimentally the differential reflectance ∆R = R/R0− 1, whe-
re R and R0 are reflectances of the graphene coated and refer-
ence copper substrates, respectively, was measured by Perkin Elmer
Lambda-18 spectrophotometer with an integrating sphere. In order
to increase the signal-to-noise ration ∆R was averaged over 10 dif-
ferent points of the sample. Results of the measurements are pre-
sented in Fig. 5.4. From these data points one may conclude that
the thickness of the graphene film was about two layers. For the
comparison the graphene film was transferred on a silica substrate
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and the transmittance and Raman spectra was then measured. The
transmittance curve of the graphene film indicates that the film is a
multilayered sample consisting about 2.5 layers.
5.3 OPTICALLY SEMITRANSPARENT, CONDUCTING PYROLYTIC
CARBON FILM
Since Raman spectra show that the PyC consist mainly of sp2 bonded
carbon, one may expect that ultrathin PyC film can be highly elec-
trically conductive. In order to characterize their electric properties
we performed an optical transmittance and electrical conductivity
measurement as a function of the film thickness (see paper II).
In the experiment, we measured the optical transmittance and
the sheet resistance of the PyC films. The optical transmittance was
measured by Perkin Elmer Lambda-9 spectrophotometer that was
calibrated with a bare silica substrate. The sheet resistance of PyC
films was measured by conventional four point probe technique
[112].
The optical transmittance spectrum of PyC films resembles that
FLG film, however one can observe from Fig. 5.5 that the absorption
peak at ∼270 nm in PyC is much wider than that in graphene.
Since this absorption peak originates from the M saddle point in
the graphene band structure, our experimental finding indicates
that band structure in PyC is affected by the amorphous structure
of the material. In the infrared region the transmittance of PyC
films is very smooth and comparable to a crystalline graphene.
From the Fig. 5.5 it can be observed that transmittance of a
silica substrate drops bellow 50 % when it is coated with a 20 nm
thick PyC film. For a crystalline graphite the absorption coefficient
α is about 5× 105 cm−1, while for PyC the α = 4 × 105 cm−1 at
800 nm wavelength. The 25 % smaller absorption coefficient of the
PyC film can be caused by amorphous carbon, which was revealed
by the Raman measurements. The amorphous carbon may increase
the film porosity in comparison with crystalline graphite.
The dependance of the transmittance on the sheet resistance of
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Figure 5.5: (a) A few tens of nanometer thick PyC sample with different transmittances
can be easily synthesized directly on a silica substrate. (b) The prepared, amorphous PyC
film is conductive but the sheet resistance is lower in comparison to crystalline graphene
film.
the PyC film is shown in the Fig. 5.5. One can observe that for a film
with 70 % transmittance the sheet resistance is about 2000 Ω/sq,
while for a good quality SLG the sheet resistance on silica transmit-
tance is about 98 % at the sheet resistance of ∼100 Ω/sq. The low
electrical conductivity of a PyC film originates from its amorphous
nature when small size of graphene crystallites and amorphous car-
bon inclusion results in a strong electron scattering. As a result
at the same sheet resistance the transmittance of the PyC film is
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lower than that of graphene or film composed of carbon nanotubes
(CNT) [25, 113].
However in contrast to graphene- or CNT-based coating, PyC
films are inexpensive and can be grown directly on a dielectric sub-
strate. The later makes further investigation of the properties and
fabrication technology of PyC films especially interesting for mak-
ing transparent electrodes in photonic and optoelectronic devices.
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6 Graphene deposition and
self-assembling on a dielectric
substrate
Melting of a very thin copper film pre-deposited on a bare silica
substrate takes place in much lower temperature compared to the
bulk copper. Surface melting causes a thin copper film to liquefy
and recede forming a few micron size copper droplets. However, by
alternating the surface of the silica substrate it is possible to control
the copper receding in the CVD chamber and hence the graphene
deposition. In this chapter, we will briefly describe the technique
that allows one to make self-assembling few layer graphene struc-
tures on dielectric substrate via controlled liquefying of the copper
film.
6.1 DIRECT CVD OF A FEW LAYERED GRAPHENE ON A DI-
ELECTRIC
In the paper III we present our results on the direct a FLG de-
posited directly on a silica substrate with pre-deposited copper. In
the experiment copper thin films with thicknesses of 100 nm, 200
nm and 300 nm were deposited on a bare silica substrate by evap-
oration. For the graphene growth we used the receipt described
in the chapter 4. Eventually the copper receding was observed to
depend strongly on the original copper film thickness.
Figure 6.1 shows how the copper films of different thicknesses
recede in the CVD chamber. We observed that if the thickness of
the pre-deposited copper film was 100 nm the copper melted and
formed about micron size droplets. Increasing the film thickness to
200 nm caused the film to form arbitrary ”finger” structures with
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Figure 6.1: (a) After the CVD, a 100 nm thick Cu film is receded to a micron sized droplets.
(b) Beneath the Cu droplets a few layered graphene is revealed. (c) By increasing the Cu
film thickness to 200 nm it is possible to obtain more uniform structures. (d) Yet still a
few layered graphene is found on the Cu-silica interface. (e) With 300 nm thick Cu film
it is possible to obtain almost fully continuous Cu film after the CVD, (f) and still a few
layered graphene is found beneath copper. (Graphene grown on substrate-air interface was
removed by oxygen plasma before the Cu remains were etched off.)
feature size of about a few micrometers. The copper film with thick-
ness of 300 nm and higher remained almost solid after the CVD
process.
Removing the topmost graphene by oxygen plasma and copper
remains by wet etching revealed few layered graphene synthesized
beneath the copper fingers. As it can be seen in Fig. 6.1 the shape
of the graphene ribbons replicate shape of the copper fingers with
very high precision and even sub-micron details prevails the copper
removing process.
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Although from Raman spectra we can conclude that the opti-
cal quality of directly deposited graphene is high, from SEM pic-
tures the graphene film looks like consisting of several intertwined
graphene ribbons. Probably because of these ribbons the conduc-
tivity, measured by Su et al. [98] is also rather low in comparison
to a graphene sheet transferred to the silica substrate from copper
foil. Therefore the directly deposited graphene could work well for
pohotonic devices, however its quality for should be improved for
electronic and optoelectronic applications.
Furthermore, we observed that when the film thickness was
100 nm there was no graphene growth in between of the copper
droplets. However, when the film thickness was 200 nm or more,
there was clear signatures of a few layered graphene between cop-
per fingers as it was first reported by Ismach et al. [96]. Since a
graphene film can be grown by ”receding technique”, described by
Ismach, the missing graphene on 100 nm thick copper sample in-
dicates that the copper receded before the graphene synthesis that
begins at temperature around 850 ◦C. But if the copper film thick-
ness is 200 nm, or more the copper film still remains solid when
graphene deposition begins and starts to recede soon after that leav-
ing some graphene between receded copper fingers.
In paper III we observed that a few layered graphene will grow
beneath a thin copper film, copper film receding depends on the
copper film thickness and that a graphene beneath the copper fol-
lowed very precisely the receding copper lines. Thus spatially con-
trolled receding of copper can be employed to deposit graphene
onto prescribed positions on the silica substrate.
6.2 SELF-ASSEMBLEDGRAPHENEGRATINGWITH TENMI-
CRON PERIODICITY
Interaction of a liquid droplet with underlying solid surface (i.e.
wettability) can be altered by modifying the properties of this sur-
face. For example a silica is hydrophilic material and when a water
droplet is placed on a bare silica substrate it will spread on a wide
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Figure 6.2: (a) A silica sample, patterned with ablation technique is coated with 200 nm
thick Cu film. In high process temperature Cu film starts to melt (b) and recede (c). (d)
Near 900 ◦C the graphitization will begin and carbon migrate beneath copper (e) resulting
a few layered graphene beneath receded copper grating. (f) By removing copper remains
one obtains a few layered graphene grating grown directly on a silica substrate.
area. However, modifying of the silica surface by micro- or nanos-
tructure the surface becomes hydrophobic and the droplet does not
spread on the silica surface but it will keep its droplet shape. Simi-
larly one may expect that when a silica substrate with pre-deposited
copper film is placed to the CVD chamber, droplets of liquefied cop-
per films will behave differently on a bare and spatially modified
silica substrate. This, schematically described in Fig. 6.2, technique
may open a way for spatially controlled graphene deposition.
In order to demonstrate this, we employed when silica substrate
is modified with a few micron feature size (paper IV). In the experi-
ment, a bare silica substrate surface was modified with femtosecond
laser ablation using Quantronix Integra -C 3.5 femtosecond laser
(center wavelength of 790 nm, pulse length of 120 femtoseconds,
and repetition rate of 1 kHz). Specifically, we made a matrix of holes
in the substrate with the diameter of 4 µm and 10 µm periodicity,
i.e. the spatial characteristics of the hole array were comparable
with feature size of copper fingers in the paper III. Before placing
into CVD chamber, the ablated substrate surface was cleaned out
of quartz debris with buffered hydrogen fluoride and then coated
with 200 nm thick copper film.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Receding of 200 nm thick Cu film after CVD process on bare silica sub-
strate causes formation of random copper islands. (b) Beneath copper islands a few layered
graphene is found. (c) On ablation patterned substrate the copper recedes in well order
forming a two-dimensional grating. (d) Beneath copper grating a few layered graphene
grating is revealed.
During the CVD process (see chapter 4) the copper film liquefies
and recedes on areas with and without ablation patterning. Figure
6.3 shows that copper deposited on non-ablated areas recedes form-
ing a random, few micron sized copper islands. In contrary, in the
ablated areas, the copper melts and recedes on well ordered man-
ner (see Fig. 6.3) by forming a two-dimensional grating. Removing
the remaining copper reveals graphene network that was deposited
on the silica substrate beneath the copper. As it can be seen the
deposited graphene pattern precisely reproduces the shape of self-
assembled copper network formed on the ablated substrate. One
can observe from Fig. 6.2 that the Raman spectrum of the graphene
deposited beneath the copper is very similar to that of a few layered
graphene grown on non-ablated areas.
Thus the receding of the melted copper can be controlled by
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Figure 6.2: (a) A silica sample, patterned with ablation technique is coated with 200 nm
thick Cu film. In high process temperature Cu film starts to melt (b) and recede (c). (d)
Near 900 ◦C the graphitization will begin and carbon migrate beneath copper (e) resulting
a few layered graphene beneath receded copper grating. (f) By removing copper remains
one obtains a few layered graphene grating grown directly on a silica substrate.
area. However, modifying of the silica surface by micro- or nanos-
tructure the surface becomes hydrophobic and the droplet does not
spread on the silica surface but it will keep its droplet shape. Simi-
larly one may expect that when a silica substrate with pre-deposited
copper film is placed to the CVD chamber, droplets of liquefied cop-
per films will behave differently on a bare and spatially modified
silica substrate. This, schematically described in Fig. 6.2, technique
may open a way for spatially controlled graphene deposition.
In order to demonstrate this, we employed when silica substrate
is modified with a few micron feature size (paper IV). In the experi-
ment, a bare silica substrate surface was modified with femtosecond
laser ablation using Quantronix Integra -C 3.5 femtosecond laser
(center wavelength of 790 nm, pulse length of 120 femtoseconds,
and repetition rate of 1 kHz). Specifically, we made a matrix of holes
in the substrate with the diameter of 4 µm and 10 µm periodicity,
i.e. the spatial characteristics of the hole array were comparable
with feature size of copper fingers in the paper III. Before placing
into CVD chamber, the ablated substrate surface was cleaned out
of quartz debris with buffered hydrogen fluoride and then coated
with 200 nm thick copper film.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Grating coated with 180 nm thick copper film. (b) In high process temper-
ature Cu will melt and start receding (c) to the grating valleys. The 900 ◦C temperature
activates catalysis and carbon migrate beneath Cu (d) forming a few layered graphene
to the Cu-silica interface. By removing Cu remains one obtains a few layered graphene
grating on a silica substrate.
modification of the substrate surface. The surface melting of a thin
copper film will begin at the grain boundaries and other defects,
which are concentrated at the boundaries of holes created by laser
ablation and than spreads towards non-ablated areas.
6.3 SELF-ASSEMBLED GRAPHENE ON A DIELECTRIC SUB-
MICRON GRATING
For optical applications the periodicity of the graphene pattern
should be reduced down to sub-micron scale. In order to control
copper receding with such a spatial resolution the substrate can be
modified using electron beam lithography technique. The test were
performed using three sets of 1D gratings with depths of 180 nm,
330 nm and 480 nm. Moreover, every set contained gratings with
periods of 200 nm, 400 nm, 800 nm, 1200 nm, 1600 nm and 2000
nm.
All the gratings were coated with 180 nm thick copper film and
the direct graphene CVD process was then executed. After the CVD
process we found that on the bare substrate, the copper was re-
ceded randomly forming conventional finger-like structures. The
copper layer on top of grating areas was also receded but the grat-
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Figure 6.5: (a) A grating with 180 nm depth and 2 µm periodicity is coated with copper
film. (b) After the CVD copper is receded and formed grating lines. (c) Beneath copper
a few layered graphene is found. (d) Raman spectra of a few layered graphene shows the
material to be similar obtained by growth on a copper foil.
ing periodicity and depth strongly influenced how the copper was
receded. The schematics of copper receding on grating structures
is presented in Fig. 6.4.
The most well ordered copper stripes were observed for 180
nm deep grating structure with periods from 1.2 µm to 2 µm (see
paper V), where almost all the copper receded in between of the
grating lines. If the grating structure was too deep, the copper
remained both between and inside grating valleys. Furthermore if
the grating periodicity was less than 1.2 µm the copper receding
was not well controlled but it formed small, micron size copper
droplets on the grating. Thus on can conclude that the grating
parameters has strong impact on the copper receding.
By removing the topmost layer of graphene grown on remain-
ing copper by oxygen plasma and then removing copper remains by
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FeCl3 a graphene ribbons were revealed beneath the copper. Simi-
larly to the our previous experiments (papers III and IV) the shape
of the graphene pattern reproduces very precisely the shape of the
the receded copper up to very smallest details.
The Raman spectra of the graphene coated grating was found
to be very similar compared to previous direct deposition experi-
ments. It is, however, noteworthy that since the linewidth of the
largest grating is one micron, the measured Raman signal is col-
lected also from the borderlines of the graphene ribbons. That is
in the measured Raman spectra, the magnitude of the disorder-
induced D peak may be the higher than that it should be in reality.
However, in Fig. 6.5 the intensity of the D peak is comparable whit
that in paper III, i.e. the borders of graphene ribbons does not make
a significant contribution to the Raman signal.
Spatial resolution proposed direct deposition technique was ob-
served to be better than one micron. Therefore we believe that
this technique could be used in optical applications, especially in
near infrared region. Furthermore, we believe that by optimizing
the grating structure and grating line profile the spatial resolution
can be improved i.e. it can be employed for the direct fabrication
graphene nanopatterns on dielectric substrates.
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7 Conclusions
The main focus of this thesis was CVD synthesis and optical charac-
terization of ultrathin carbon films. These include CVD single- and
a few layer graphene and the pyrolytic carbon films, which are com-
posed on intertwined graphene ribbons with size of few nanome-
ters. Especial attention was paid to direct deposition of graphene
and self-assembled graphene patterns on a dielectric substrate.
The obtained results of the can be summarized as the following:
• The change in the reflectrance of the copper foil after deposi-
tion of a few graphene layers have been found to exceed 1 %.
This allows us to propose a novel technique for in-situ mea-
surement of the CVD graphene thickness using reflectance
spectroscopy.
• A method was developed to synthesize an ultrathin PyC film
directly on a silica substrate using methane as carbon source
in the CVD process. This well controllable catalyst free tech-
nique can be employed for coating of a dielectric substrate of
any shape and size with conductive carbon layer with thick-
ness from 5 to 50 nm. The sheet resistance of ultrathin PyC
films was found to be lower than that of graphene due to elec-
tron scattering on intertwined graphene ribbon that constitute
PyC.
• Direct CVD of graphene on dielectric by using pre-deposited
thin copper film was demonstrated. We found experimentally
that thickness of sacrificial copper layer can strongly affect the
copper receding. In particular if the copper layer thicknesses
is smaller than 200 nm, CVD processing returns finger like
copper-graphene structures on the dielectric substrates, while
increasing the film thickness up to 300 nm the copper later
remains nearly uniform. We show experimentally that in the
studied range of the copper layer thicknesses, CVD processing
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results in the synthesis of the few layer graphene on copper-
dielectric interface i.e. on a dielectric substrate beneath the
copper.
• We demonstrated that copper receding during the CVD pro-
cess can be controlled by modification of the dielectric sub-
strate surface. By using silica substrate with surface pro-
filed using femtosecond laser ablation we demonstrated self-
assembling of 2D graphene grating with period of several mi-
crons.
• By pre-depositing sacrificial copper layer on dielectric sub-
strates modified by e-beam lithography technique, we demon-
strated direct synthesis of graphene on dielectric with spatial
resolution of hundreds nanometers. The self-assembling of
periodic graphene pattern on dielectric substrates is governed
by the copper layer thickness as well as by the substrate mod-
ification.
In this work we have developed a synthesis and characterization
techniques that can be used in fabrication of ultrathin nanocarbon
films for photonic, electronic and optoelectronic applications. We
believe that proposed and demonstrated self-assembling graphene
deposition directly on a dielectric substrate can open novel routes
for monolithic integration of graphene and silicon photonics.
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Tommi Kaplas
Synthesis and Optical 
Characterization of 
Ultrathin Carbon Films
This work is devoted on experimental 
synthesis and optical characterization 
of ultrathin carbon films. Specifically 
the main focus of this thesis is in two 
carbon species with dominating sp2 
hybridization. One of these materials is 
pyrolytic carbon, which is well known, 
amorphous carbon material but is only 
very recently been synthetized as an 
ultrathin film. Second investigated ma-
terial is crystalline, a single and a few 
layered graphene, which has recently 
drawn a lot of interest of scientific com-
munity. The synthesis is carried out by 
using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
techniques while the optical character-
ization is done by utilizing spectropho-
tometry and Raman spectroscopy.
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